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1. Introduction. Given a commutative ring C and a commutative C-

algebra £, Amitsur [3] introduced the following complex: Let

7?* = £<g>c£<g>c • • ■ <g>c£    (k factors)

and Fk* the group of units of £*. Define ring homomorphisms «j (i=l, • • -,k+l)

of Fk to £*+! by(2'3) €,(/i<g> • • • ®fk)=fi® ■ ■ • ®/<_i®l®/i • • ■ ®fk and

define a multiplicative homomorphism Ak: Fk* —» £<*+»* by Ak(x)

= €i(x)(e2(x))_1 • • • (ek+i(x))±l. Then the groups £** and mappings A* form

the Amitsur complex; the &th homology group Ker Ak+i/lm Ak we denote

by 27*(£).
In case £ is a finite dimensional extension field, Amitsur showed that

H2(F) is isomorphic to the Brauer group of central simple C-algebras split

by £. He also showed that in case £ is a normal separable extension, H"(F)

is isomorphic to Hn(G, £*) the wth cohomology group of the Galois group

G of £ over C with coefficients in the group of nonzero elements of £

In this paper, we extend and simplify Amitsur's results. We begin by

showing (§2) that in case £ is a separable field extension of C, 77n(£)

=27B([G: 27], K*), where £ is a normal closure of £ with Galois group G, H

is the subgroup corresponding to £, and the cohomology group on the right side

is the relative cohomology group as introduced in [l]. Next, we study Hn(F)

when C is not necessarily a field but when n = 2. In §3, under weak hypotheses

on £, we exhibit a homomorphism of H2(F) to the (generalized) Brauer group

of central separable algebra classes split by £ [5]. This homomorphism is an

isomorphism under stronger hypotheses on £ and C. These hypotheses are

slightly weaker than assuming all projective C, F, and £2 modules are free

and include the cases (Io) C is semilocal (not necessarily Noetherian) and

£ is a C-algebra which is a finitely generated projective C-module containing

C-l as a direct summand and (2°) C = £[x], £ = £[x], with K a field and

£ a finite dimensional commutative £-algebra.

Hochschild in [13] has given a description of the Brauer group in case £

is a purely inseparable extension field of C of exponent 1. In [3, §7], Amitsur
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tried to show that in this case 772(£) is isomorphic to the group given in [13].

However (see §4), his proof contains two irreparable errors. By different

methods, we exhibit an isomorphism of H2(F) to the group introduced by

Hochschild.

Finally (§5), we apply our methods to get an alternate proof of a theorem

of Auslander and Goldman [5]: the natural mapping of the full Brauer

group of K[x] into the full Brauer group of the field K (induced by setting

x = 0) is a monomorphism if and only if K is perfect.

2. Separable field extensions. Let C be a field, £ an extension field of

finite degree over C. We pick a fixed normal (l) closure, K, of £ over C and

denote by $„ the set of all 77-tuples <b = (fa, fa, - - • , fa) of C-algebra mono-

morphisms of £ into K. Furthermore, we let G be the group of all automor-

phisms of K over C. Since for any g in G the composite gfa: will be a mono-

morphism of £ to £ whenever fa: is, we define an operation of G on $>„ by

g(fa,'fa,  •  •   •  ,fa)   =   (gfa, gfa,  •   •   •  , gfa).

Next, we define a pairing of £" with <$„ to K, namely a function p on £" X&n

to K, C-linear in its first variable and satisfying

p(ai  <g>  d2   •   •   ■   ®   dn,   (fa, fa,   ■   ■   -  ,  fa))   =   fa(ai)fa(Oi)   "   "   -  fa(an)-

For fixed <f> in <3?„ and fixed x in £n, respectively, let p$ and px denote the par-

tial maps of £n to K and $n to K defined by p<j,(x) = p(x, <f>) and px(fa) =p(x, fa).

Then px is homogeneous in the sense that

(2.1) px(gP) = gpx(<t>)        for all <t> in $„, all g in G,

and p$ is actually a C-algebra homomorphism of F" into K. Since £ is a

field finite over C, Ker p^, is a maximal ideal in £".

Lemma 2.1. For every maximal ideal M in Fn, there is a faE$n such that

717=Ker p^. Two elements <h and fa in <$„ are such that Ker p^ = Ker 7V if and

only if <t> = gfa for some g in G.

Proof. There are tí embeddings <r< of £ into £" given by cr,(d) = 1 ® • • •

<2>lcE>d<g)l • • • <8>1 (d in the 4'th spot, 4=1, • • -, n). If 717 is any maximal

ideal in £n then Fn/M is a field generated by the «-isomorphic images

7Tcr,(£) of £, where it is the natural homomorphism £n—>£n/7l7. Thus any

embedding of Fn/M into the algebraic closure of K will automatically fall

into K. Hence there is a monomorphism 9 of Fn/M into K. If we let <j> be the

»-tuple (07rcTi, • • • , 6Vcr„) then 07r and p$ coincide on each ffi(F) and so coin-

cide on all of £". Thus M=Ker dir = Ker p+.
If Ker pt = Ker ?V then there is an isomorphism g0 of Im p$ onto Im p+>

such that ;V ls tne composite gop*. Extending g0 to an automorphism g of K,

[19, p. 75] we have, for every x in Fn,

(*) Normal is used here in the sense of [19], i.e., we do not asume that K is separable over C.
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Pi.*,*') = gP(x,4>) = P(x,g<t>).

Setting x = <Ti(a), <f> = (<pi, • • • , <f>n), <p' = (<f>{, ■ ■ ■ , <{>-), we see that <¡>l(a)

= g<t>i(a) for all i and all a in £, and so <¡>í =g<¡>i, <p' =g<p. The reverse implica-

tion is clear.

Let £„ be the ring of all mappings/: <£„—>£ satisfying f(g<¡>) = g/(c/>) for all

g in G and all c6 in 4>„. Then px is in £„ for any x in £\ Our next lemma asserts

that the px range over £„ with no repetition if £ is separable over C, so that

p is a "dual" pairing in a certain sense.

Lemma 2.2. The mapping x—>>px of £" into £„ is a C-algebra homomorphism

whose kernel is the radical of F". If F is separable over C, this mapping is an

isomorphism.

Proof. The condition px = 0 is equivalent to p(x, <j>)=0 for all <£, i.e.,

x£f|Ker p$. By Lemma 2.1, this means that x is in the intersection of all the

maximal ideals of Fn.

If £ is separable over C then £" is semisimple and x—*px is a monomor-

phism. Now if /££„ then we proceed to construct x in £n with f=px: for

fixed <p=(<pi, ■ ■ ■ , <f>n), p(Fn, <t>) is clearly the subfield L =IL</><(£) of K.

But f(<p) is also in L; for if we choose g to be any automorphism of K over

£ then g(pi(a) =<pi(a) for all o in £, hence g<p=<p and gf(<p) =f(g<b) =f((p) ; thus

f(<t>) is left fixed by all the automorphisms of K over £ so /(c6) is in L. There-

fore we conclude that for each <f> there exists an element x(</>)££" such that

f(4>) =p(x(<t>), <f>). To produce a single x with f=px, we must find an x so that

x = x(4>) (mod Ker p¿) for every <f>. Since the Ker p¿ are maximal ideals (not

necessarily distinct), the Chinese Remainder Theorem asserts that these con-

gruences are solvable provided x(cp)=x(<p') (mod Ker pt) whenever Ker p$

= Ker pf. But this consistency condition is verified because, by Lemma 2.1,

<¡>' = g<t> and so

p(x(<j>), 4/) = p(x(<p), <p) = gp(x(<t>), <t>) = gf(d>) = f(g<p) = /(*') = p(x(d,'), 4t)

so that x(4>) — x(c/>')£Ker p+>. This proves Lemma 2.2.

In [l], Adamson defined the following cochain complex(5):

C"-1 = the set of / in £„ such that/(<*>) 9* 0 for all c>

= the multiplicative group of units in £„,

5: O-'-iC" is defined by 8/(0) = Hf(*i. ' ' ' . &> ' ' * . (pn+iY'»*'1, where,
as usual, the circumflex means omission. Comparing with Amitsur's complex,

we clearly have for every x in Fn

(') If H is the subgroup of G leaving F elementwise fixed, the elements of Adamson's C"~l

are functions of »-tuples of left cosets in G/H. But there is a one-to-one correspondence between

left cosets in G/H and monomorphisms of F into K.
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p(tiX, (fa, fa, ■ ■ ■ , fa+i)) = p(x, (fa, fa, • • • , fa, • • • , fa+i))

and pzECn~l whenever xEFn*. This implies

p(Anx, (fa, • • • , fa+i)) = 8px(fa, ■ ■ ■ , fa+i)

so that x-^px sends £"* into CB_1 and is a homomorphism of complexes. If

£ is separable over C, Lemma 2.2 shows that x-+px is actually an isomorphism

of complexes.

The cohomology groups of Adamson's complex {Cn_1, ¿5} are called the

relative cohomology groups(5) of G modulo 77 with coefficients in £*, and

are written T7"([G: T7], £*). In [l], it is also shown that if £ is separable and

normal over C then T7"([G:T7], K*)=Hn(G, £*), the usual cohomology

group of G with coefficients in £*. Thus we sum up our results in

Theorem 1. Let C be afield and F an extension field of finite degree over C.

Then there is a homomorphism of the Amitsur complex of F into the Adamson

complex of F over C inducing a homomorphism of T7"(£) into 77"([G: 77], £*).

If F is separable over C these homomorphisms are isomorphisms. In particular,

if F is normal and separable over C then Hn(F) is isomorphic to H"(G, £*).

Remark. By [8, Satz 7] and [l, Theorem 9.2], for general separable fields

£, T72(£) has now been proved to be isomorphic to the Brauer group of cen-

tral simple C-algebras split by £.

The result of Theorem 1 in the case when £ is normal separable is obtained

in [3, Theorem 6.1] by more complicated computations. It is worth noting

that in this case the mapping x-^px is just an isomorphism of the Amitsur,

complex {£"*} with the homogeneous cochain complex used to define the

cohomology groups of G in [ll].

3. The Brauer group. Let C be any commutative ring with unit. We say

a C-algebra is split ii it is isomorphic to Endc(F)(6) for some finitely gener-

ated faithful projective C-module V. If £ is a commutative C-algebra a C-

algebra A is said to be split by F if the £-algebra A ® F is split.

Lemma 3.1. Let F be a commutative C-algebra which is a flat C-module^) and

such that the mapping c—*C'\ of C to F is a split monomorphism^). Then

(a) if B is a C-algebra then B is central separable^) if and only if B®F is

a central separable F-algebra,

(b) every C-algebra split by F is central separable.

(•) We shall use the notation Ends(Af) for the J?-endomorphism ring of an rc-module M,

i. e. Ends(Jli) =HomÄ(Jli, M).
C) I.e., whenever X—*Y is a monomorphism of C-modules, then so is X®F-*Y®F (cf.

[9, p. 122]).
(8) I.e., there is a C-module mapping 4>: F—»C such that <t>{c-1) =c for cE C.

(*) B is central if the center of Bis C-i and is isomorphic to C. As in [5], B is separable,

if B is projective as a B ®5°-module, where B" is the opposite algebra of B. When C is a field

"central separable" is equivalent to "central simple and finite dimensional."
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Proof. Since a split £-algebra is a central separable £-algebra [5, Proposi-

tion 5.1 ], the second statement will follow from the first. Now, if B is separa-

ble, £ is a direct summand in a free B®B"-module. Tensoring with £, we

have B®F projective as a module over B®Ba®F^(B®F)®F(B®F)<>, so

B®F is a separable £-algebra. For the converse, we use another definition of

projectivity of the £®£°-module B: every epimorphism of £®B "-modules

X-+B splits. If a: X—*B is an epimorphism then a(g>l: X®F—*B®F is also

an epimorphism of £®£°®£-modules which splits because B®F is projec-

tive, giving a mapping ß : B ® F-+X ® F with (a ® l)/3 the identity. By hypoth-

esis if *: C—*F is defined by i(c)=c-l, we have a mapping <f>: £—>C with

<pi=the identity. Consider the induced mappings 1 ®i: B =B® C—>£®£ and

1 ®<j>: X®F-+X®C=X. The composite (l®<t>)ß(l®i) is the required split-

ting mapping B -> X, since a[(l ® <p)ß(l ® i)\ = (1 ® <b)(a ® 1)/3(1 ® i)

= (1 ® <¡>) (1 ® i) = the identity.

To prove B®F is central if and only if B is, notice that the center of B

is Endfl®B<>(£) and the center of B ® F is Endcs®/?)®^®*")0^ ® F)

= End(B®B»)®F(£®£)=EndBi8Bl>(£)<8>£, by the assertion "<p3 is an isomor-

phism" in [9, p. 210]. In fact, we have shown that if B is separable, the

center of B®F is the tensor product of £ with the center of B.

The full Brauer group (B(C) is defined following [5, §5; 7, p. 132]: the

elements are equivalence classes of central separable C-algebras under the

equivalence relation: A~B if and only if A ®£=£®£' for some split alge-

bras £, £'. The group operation is induced by tensor product. For the proof

that this gives a group whose identity element is exactly the class of split

algebras, see [5, Theorem 5, Proposition 5.3]. We shall be concerned primar-

ily with the Brauer group of F over C denoted (B(£/C) and defined as the sub-

group of (B(G) consisting of those equivalence classes which consist of algebras

split by £(10). To verify that this is indeed a subgroup, we note first that if

A and B are C-algebras split by £, so is A ® B, since (A ® B) ® F

= (A ® F) ® p(B ® F) which is split because it is the tensor product of split

algebras; and the opposite .4° is split by £ because -40®7< = (.4®£)0 which

is also split [5, Proposition 5,1, 5.3 and Corollary 5.4].

The algebras we study are primarily algebras of endomorphisms of F2

and F3. However, particularly in the proof of Theorem 3, we meet more gen-

eral representations on V®F and V®F2 where F is a C-module not neces-

sarily £ To study these we must introduce some notations.

If x££n we use £(x) for the endomorphism of Fn produced by multiplica-

tion by x. We shall also use the notation 7(1 <g>x) for the operator 1 ®L(x) on

V®Fn (so that when F=£ the two 7-notations will coincide).

We extend the e's to mappings on Endc(F®£n) as follows: By the com-

mutativity and associativity of the tensor product, we have isomorphisms

7Tí: V®Fn—>V®Fn (i = 2, ■ - - , n+1) induced by the cyclic permutation

(I0) Using [5, Propositions 5.1 and 5.3] it can easily be verified that if one algebra in a class

is split by F then all algebras in that class are split by F.
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(i, - - - , 77+1) that puts the final £ in the 4th place (counting the first place

as occupied by V) :

Ti(v <g>/2 •   •   •   ®/n+l)   =  V ®f2 ®   •   •   •   ®/,_i ®/n+i ®/< ®fi+i ■  ■  ■   <g>/„.

To each e in Endc(F®£n_1) corresponds the endomorphism e®l of

V®Fn~1®F=V®Fn

which in turn is carried by 7r,- to(3)

(3.1) vie = Ti(e ® l)irrl (i = 2, ■ ■ ■ , n + 1).

Thus r¡i is a C-algebra homomorphism of Endc(F®£B_1) into Endc(F®£")

for 4 = 2, • • • , « + 1.

More explicitly, 7/,e is the endomorphism of V®Fn such that, for all

»GFand/yG£,

(Vie)(v ®fi®   ■ ■ ■ ®fn+l)

= L(l ® - ■ ■ ®fi® ■ ■ ■ ® l)e/ [e(v ®fi®---®fi®---® fn+i)]

where tí (4>1) is defined on F®£B_1 by inserting 1 in the 4th place.

Analogously, we define r/i: Endc(£n)—>Endc(F®£") by r¡ie=l®e, or

(3.2) (riie)(v ® x) = v ® e(x)        iorvEV,xE £"•

In short, 7i,e is the identity on the 4th factor of V®Fn= V®F® ■ ■ ■ ®F

and acts on the other factors the way e does.

Note that niL(Fn) = L(l ® £") is the set of scalar operators on the £B-

module V®Fn.

The principal property of these tj's (both when F=£ and in general) is

the set of relations among composites (as for face operators in a semisimpli-

cial complex)

(3.3) Tj.Tjy = vj+irii       for i g j.

These same identities hold for the e's in the Amitsur complex and in fact

are the reasons that it is a complex, i.e., that AnAB_! = 1.

From the definition, it is clear that if F=£

(3.4) i,tL(x) = L(eiX), xEFn.

We denote by £„-fi the centralizer Endi®j?»(F®£") of rjiLiF") in

Endc(F®£B). In particular, £i = Endc(F). Again from the definition of rji

it is clear that

(3.5) r,,£nC£n+l, 4 = 2, . ..,»+1.

In the rest of this section, we assume that F and F are finitely generated

faithful projective C-modules and that the unit mapping^) C—►£ is a split

monomorphism. If we assume only that £ is a finitely generated projective
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C-module and that the unit mapping is a monomorphism then it automati-

cally splits (and £ is a faithful C-module). This can be seen by replacing

[9, VII, Example 11 ] by [9, VI, Example ll] in the proof of [4, Lemma 4.7].

We draw four consequences of these hypotheses:

(3.6) Each r¡i is a monomorphism

because 7i,e = 0 in (3.1) implies e®l=0; but the projection £—>C, which

results from the splitting of the unit mapping, will map Im(e®l) onto Im e.

Hence e = 0.

For every subset S= {i, j, k, ■ ■ ■ } of {'1, 2, • • • , »}, arranged so that

i>j>k > • • • , define the "shuffle" r¡s as the composite t/.tjjt;* • • • . If m

is the number of elements in 5 and 1 E$ then by (3.5) r¡s carries En-m into

£n. If ÍES, then r¡s is defined on Ende(£B-m) and, in particular, will carry

£(£"-"•) into £„.

Lemma 3.2. Let S and T be complementary subsets of {1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n} and

let 1ET. Then the mapping £„_m®£"—>£« defined by e®x—*(nse)(r¡TL(x)) is

an isomorphism of C-algebras. In particular, En= (r¡sEn-m)'>¡TL(Fm).

Proof. In [9, XI, p. 205], a natural mapping fa: Hom^A, B)

®Homr(i4', £')—>HomA®rC<4®;4', 73®73') is defined, where A and T are

C-algebras, A and B are left A-modules, and A' and B' are left T-modules.

If A and A' are finitely generated projective modules fa is an isomorphism

[9, p. 210]. Taking A = l®£"-m-1, r = £m, A = £ = V®Fn~m~\ A' = B'=T,

we have an isomorphism £„_m®£OT—»£„, which is exactly the mapping de-

scribed in the lemma for £={l, 2, • ••• , n — m}. For any other subset of

{l, 2, • • • , n}, we need only permute the factors £ in the preceding iso-

morphism.

We shall say that two subalgebras A and £ of a C-algebra £ are in tensor

product relation if ab = ba for every a in A, bin B, and if the natural C-algebra

homomorphism a®b—>ab is an isomorphism of A®B onto ABEE.

Corollary 3.3. With notations as in Lemma 3.2, if A is a C-subalgebra of

■nsEn-m, then A and r)TL(Fm) are in tensor product relation.

Proof. The natural mapping A ®r/r7(£"*)—->£„ defined by x®y^?xy can

be factored A ®r)TL(Fm)^>7)sEn-m®VTL(Fm)—>En, where the mapping on the

left is a monomorphism, since the C-module r¡TL(Fm)^Fm is flat, and the

mapping on the right is an isomorphism, by the lemma and (3.6).

Another important property of the ti's is that they can spread algebras out

when embedding them in £„ so that they commute:

Lemma 3.4. Let AQr)iEn, ¿>1, and BQr¡i EndeilF»-i(£n). Then A and B

commute elementwise.

Proof. By Lemma 3.2 with 5= {2, • • • , n] and T= {l}, En^Ei®Fn~l
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so that every element of r¡iA is a sum of elements of the form e®£(/2) ® • • •

®7(/,_i)®l®£(/i)® • • • ®7(/„) where e££i,/y££ 1 denotes the identity

map and ® denotes the tensor product of mappings on F®£® • • • ®£.

By a similar argument, the elements of t)iB can be written as sums of prod-

ucts of the form l®7(/2')® • ■ • ®7(//-i)®e'®7(/,0® • • • ®7(/n') with

e'£Endc(£). But these two products clearly commute.

Amitsur, in part inspired by the work of I. Schur and R. Brauer, associ-

ated cocycles of F3* to central simple C-algebras somewhat as follows: let C

be a field, A a central simple C-algebra split by an extension field £ so that

/4®£=Endj?(IF). This W can be written as F®£ with F a C-space. Thus

A is mapped into £2 = Endi®F(F®£). Composing this mapping with

t)t, n3: Et—*E3, one obtains two mappings of A into E3. By judicious applica-

tion of a generalized Skolem-Noether theorem, these can be shown to be

carried into each other by an inner automorphism of E3. This automorphism

is generated by an element £ which must satisfy a kind of cocycle identity:

(niP)(r}iP)(n3P-1)=riiL(t)=L(eit) for some t in F>*. Amitsur showed that the

correspondence A—H induces an isomorphism (&(F/C)—*H2(F).

This program can be extended to the case of certain rings C and £ but

with comparatively strong hypotheses (see the epimorphism proof in Theo-

rem 3). Therefore we prefer to treat the inverse mapping, which requires

only the hypotheses we have already imposed on C and £ and associates to a

cocycle t in F3* a central separable algebra with a particularly good repre-

sentation (Lemma 3.5). Thus we obtain a homomorphism 272(£)—>(B(£/c7)

and reserve the stronger hypotheses for the proof that this is an isomorphism.

Let £ be an invertible element in £3 = Endi®pi(F®£2) and define

(3.7) A(P) = {a Q Et = End^ (V ® F)\ P(n2a)P-^ = n3a).

When V = F and £ = 7 (/) for some / £ F3 *, we write A (t) for A (L (t) ) :

(3.7') A(t) = {a Q End!®* (F2) | L(t)(n2a)L(t)-1 = r,3a).

Lemma 3.5. If tQF3* then A(t) contains L(F®1) as a maximal commuta-

tive subalgebra.

Proof. That 7(£®1) = i727 (£)£;!(/) follows directly from the commuta-

tivity of L(F2) and (3.3). If aQA(t) and o commutes with £(£®1) then o

commutes with 7(£® 1)7(1 ®£) =7(£2) so that a is of the form L(s) with

s= 23/<®/< ££®£ The defining identity for A(t) then implies ■n3a = n2a, or

23/<®/< ®1= 23/<®l®/< • Applying the contraction /i ®/2 ®/3->/i/2 ®/3 of
£3 to £2 we have 23/./.' ® 1 = 23/.®/.' so that sQF® 1, o£7(£® 1).

Lemma 3.6. A (£) and r¡iL(F) = 7(1 ® £) are in tensor product relation in Et.

Proof. Since rjiL(F) is in the center of £2, it commutes with -4(£) and we

have a homomorphism A(P)®F—*A(P)(rjiL(F)). We must show that if

23o,r?i7(/,) = 0 with OiQA (£),/,££, then ¿o;®/< = 0 in A(£) ®£. We have
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0 = P(n*[T, a(r,iL(f,)])P-1 = Z (vzai)ViViL(fi)

since d,-G-4(£) and £ commutes with r»27?i£(£). But r¡3A(P)E,n¡E2 and 7i3£2

and r¡iViL(F) are in tensor product relation (Corollary 3.3) and so

Z(??3a»') ®ViViL(fi) = 0.

Since ti3 and the mapping /.—>i72i?i£(/.) are monomorphisms and £ is C-flat,

Za«®/» = 0 in TÎ2®£, and hence also in A(P)®F.

Lemma 3.7. A(P)r¡iL(F)=Ei if and only if (rnP)(r]2P)(n3P)-1 = niL(u) for
some uEFz*. This u is necessarily a cocycle, i.e., A3u = 1. In particular, if t is a

cocycle in £8*, ¿(r)i7i£(£) = Endi®*(£2).

Proof. First suppose .4(£)riiL(£) =£2. Apply the three embeddings

t?2, t?3, r\\ of £3 into £4 to the defining equation for A (P) and obtain for all d

inA(P),

(r\iP)(r\H\ia)(r\iP)-1 = 11,173d, i = 2,3, 4.

Using (3.3), specifically 77^ = 173772, 772773 = 774172, ''3173 = 174173, we see that con-

jugating by (t73£)_1, then by i72£, then by t74£ carries 774773d successively to

7?3772d, to 774772«, to 774773d. Thus Q= (riiP)(riiP)(i)3P)-1 commutes with 174773.4(£).

By (3.5), QEEi, so that Q commutes with

vmA(P)-ViL(F3) = (7,47,3/1 (£))(7(1 ® £ ® 1 ® 1))(£(1 ® 1 ® £ ® £))

= 7,47,3U(£)t,i7(£))-£(1 ® 1 ® F ® F)

= (rnvsEi)-ri2T]iL(F2)

= £4

where the last two equalities follow by hypothesis and by Lemma 3.2, respec-

tively. Thus Q is in the center of £4 which is 77iL(£3)(u).

Conversely, suppose Q=(rnP)(i)2P)('ri!sP)~l is in the center of £4 and let a

be any element of £2. Then Ç(774173d) Ç—1 = 174773d. Using 174173 = 173173, this may be

rewritten as

(n2P)m(P-'(n3a)P)(n2P)-1 = ntiP-Kvtß)P)

or, if b = P-l(rj3a)P, as

(3.8) (V2P) (V3b) (t,iP)-i = 7,40.

Lemma 3.2 yields the isomorphism \p: £2®£—'£3, given by «A(Z^»®/»')

= Z(l2t'¿)(i737,i£(/)). Hence we may write b= Z(»?2c>¿)(7,3T,iL(/¿)) and sub-

stitute into (3.8). Using (3.3), specifically 773772 = 172172,173173 = 174173 and 774172 = 172173,

we get

(u) If V is free over C then the ring of endomorphisms of V® F1 over 1 ® F3 is a matrix ring

whose center is well known to be viLiF3). If V is just faithful and projective, the same result

can be proved in a variety of ways (e.g. [6, Proposition A.3 and Theorem A.2(g); 16, Lemma

3.3]).
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Yiv2(P(V2bi)P~^ViV3VlL(fi)   =   23>72(í?3&í)'74J?3l7l7(/,).

Another application of Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 3.3 shows that this means

23 P(vib/)P-1 ®fi=¿Z M<) ® fi in £s ® £•

Thus 23^<®/< is >n the kernel of c6®l: £2®£—*£3®£ where <f>: E2—>£3 is

defined by cp(x) = P(t]2x)P-1-rj3x. Since £ is C-flat, Ker(<j> ®1) = Ker tf>® F

= A(P) ® F by (3.7). Hence 23&.®/< = Z&.' ®/.' with bl QA(P),f¡ ££. Re-
turning to b and o, we have

V3a = £o£-' = £¿(23 bl ®//)£-* = £ J*r*/P-W*//)

= 22vzb!vmL(f¡) Q Vz(A(P)r,iL(F)).

Since r/3 is a monomorphism, by (3.6), aQA(P)r¡iL(F).

It remains to show that if (i/4£)0?2£)(»?3£)-1 = »?i7(w), then A3m = 1. In

general, the same identities that show A3A2 = 1, show, even without commu-

tativity, that if x = (r}iP)('ri2P)(v3P)~i then (»j6x)(ij3x)(i74x)_1(772x)_1

= (ijiniP)(nix)(no¡iP)~l(víx)~í. In our case, 7/2x = i72?7i7(w) commutes with all

??.??y£ (i,j>l) and so in fact l = (r]6x)(v3x)(rnx)~1('q2x)~1 = viL(A3u), by use of

(3.3) and (3.4), so that A3« = l.

Corollary 3.8. If (niP)(r¡iP)(n3P-l) = niL(u) for some uQF3*, then A(P)

is a central separable C-algebra split by F. In particular, if t is a cocycle, i.e.,

A3t = 1, A (t) is a central separable C-algebra split by F.

Proof. By Lemma 3.7 A(P)niL(F) =£2 and so by Lemma 3.6, A(P)®F

=£2. Since £2 = Endi®i?(F®£) is a split £-algebra, Lemma 3.1 completes

the proof.

Thus we have a mapping from 2-cocycles t in the Amitsur complex to

algebra classes in (B(£/C). Before proving the lemma which will show that

this map is a homomorphism we need a preliminary step.

Lemma 3.9. 7ei A, B be two central separable C-subalgebras of a C-algebra

W which commute elementwise. Then A and B are in tensor product relation in

W. If the centrealizer of AB in W is C, then AB=W.

Proof. Since A and B commute, there is a canonical epimorphism A ®B

-+AB. But by [5, Proposition 1.4] A ®B is again central separable and so all

its ideals are of the form c(A ®B) with c an ideal in C [5, Corollary 3.2].

Hence if the above epimorphism had a nonzero kernel then AB, and so A,

would not be faithful C-modules. But A is a faithful C-module [5, Theorem

2.1] and thus A ®B=AB so that AB is a central separable subalgebra of W.

The last statment of the lemma is then an immediate consequence of [5,

Theorem 3.3].

Lemma 3.10. 7e¿ P be a unit of £3 with (nJP)(rjtP)(r;3£_1) =r\iL(u) for some

u in F3* and let t be a cocycle in F3*. Then A(P)®A(t)=A(ut)®Ei so that
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4(£)®4(/)~4(m/). 7t7 particular, if u is a cocycle in £3*, A(u)®A(t)

^A(ut)®A(l), where A(l)=r¡i Endc(£), and A(u)®A(t)~A(ut).

Remark. In this lemma, we are using simultaneously subsets of

Endi®F»(F®£") (like A(P)) and subsets of Endx®i.»(£B+1) (like A(t)), so

that our previous definitions and lemmas apply in two ways. To avoid con-

fusion, we shall reserve the notations £B+i for Endi®F»(F®£B) and 77,- for

the corresponding mappings £„—»£„+i. We shall write the other endomor-

phism rings out explicitly: Endig,pn(£B+1) and shall use 77/ for the correspond-

ing mappings Endi®F»-i(£B)—>Endi®i'n(£B-1)- Since the last sentence of the

lemma follows directly from the first two, the ultimate confusion of taking

F= £ in our computation never arises.

Proof. Let W be the C-algebra given by

W ={xE Endi®i®p(F ® F2) I (VlL(t)ViP)V3x(ViL(t)r,iP)^ = ,4x|.

We shall show that W=AiBi = A2B2, where Ai and £,• are C-subalgebras

in tensor product relation (¿=1, 2) and Ai^A(P), £i^4(/), A2^A(ut),

B2^Ei.

First, we let 4i = 7,24(£) and Bi = viA(t), and we show 4i and £1 are

contained in W. Since4(£) C£2,173172.4 (£) and 772£ are both in £4, by (3.5).

Hence they commute with rjiL(F3). Thus, for aG-4(£), using 773772 = 7727,2,

7?2T,3 = 774772 from (3.3) and using the definition (3.7) of -4(£),

(riiL(t)r)2P)i]3ri2a(riiL(t)r)iP)-1 = (r¡2P)(v2V2a)(v2P)~1 = i,2(i?3d) = r,4i,2d.

Thus AiEW. Similarly, by Lemma 3.4, y)iE3 commutes with 171 Endi®j«(£3);

the former contains 7,2£ and the latter contains rjir¡íA(t)=r¡3r¡iA(t), so that,

ior a'EA(t),

(niL(t)r,iP)y,ma'(niL(t)r,iP)-1 = Vl(L(t)riWL(t)-1) = 7,17,3' a' = 7,4i,id'

and£iClF.
Using Lemma 3.4 again, with 74 = 2, 4 = 2, we conclude that Ai and £1

commute. By Lemma 3.9 and Corollary 3.8, they are in tensor product rela-

tion. With Lemma 3.9 in mind, we compute the centralizer of A1B1 in W.

If w is an element of this centralizer then w commutes with 772.4 (£)£(1 ® 1 ® £)

= r)iA(P)t]2niL(F) = i)2Ei, by Lemma 3.7; w also commutes with

7?i.d(<)7(l®l®£)=77i4(i)?7ii7i'£(£)= 7,1 Endi®F(£2), again by Lemma 3.7.

Furthermore, wEW implies <2(i?3w)(?~1 = 7747i;, with Q = 7,i£(i)(772£)G£4. The

following lemma then shows wEC which proves 4i£i= W.

Lemma 3.11. If an element w in Endi®i®p(F®£2) commutes elementwise

with 7,2£2 and 771 Endi®p(£2) and also satisfies Q(r¡iw)Q~l = riiw with QEEit

then wEC.

Proof. By an appeal to [9, p. 210] as in Lemma 3.2, we have an isomor-

phism
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Endi®^(F ® F) ® Endc(F) -> Endi®i®i.(F ® F2)

defined for e£Endi®F(F®£) and e'£Endc(£) by

e ® e' —> (r¡2e)(r¡3vie').

But by (3.3) r]3r)iEndc(F)=r)iri2Endc(F)Qr]iEndi®F(F2) so that w com-

mutes with every element of (v2E2)(n3r¡i Endc(£)) = Endi®i®/?(F®£2). Thus

w is in the center of the latter ring so that w = 7(l ® 1 ®/) for some/ in £(n)-

Then r)3w=Q(n3w)Çrl = r]iw implies l®l®l®/= 1®1®/®1. Apply to this

the mapping 1 ® 1 ® 1 ®c/> where <p: £—>C is an inverse of the split unit map-

ping, i.e., <i>(c-l)=c for cQC. We get

1 ® 1 ® 1 ®<f>(f) = 1 ® 1 ®/® 1 = 1 ® 1 ® 1 ®/.

Since /—>1®1®1®/ is a monomorphism by the flatness of £, we have

/=c6(/)£Candro£C.
Now we resume the proof of Lemma 3.10. Before defining A% and B2, we

note that

PWP-1 = {yQ End10i0F(F ® F2) | ViL(ut)(V3y)mL(utyi = Vty}

because if xQW and y = £x£-1 then

[r,iL(t) (n2P) (mPy^y [viL(t) („2£) („£)-»]-' = (rnP)~Kw) (ViF)

or, using (r¡iP)(r}tP)(r}3P)~l = riiL(u) and the fact that vaPQEí commutes

with 7ji7(£3), ijiL(ut)ri3yniL(ut)~~1 = ri4y. Since all steps are reversible, the

equality is proved. Now define A2 and £2 by

PA2P~l = r,iA(ut), PBiP-1 = r,3r,2Ei.

It is sufficient to prove that niA(ut) and r¡3r)2Ei are in PWP-1, in tensor prod-

uct relation and have a product equal to PWP~l. These facts are proved in

much the same way as for .4i and £1: If o£^4(m/) then w3r)ia = vinía and

niL(ut)(r)¿via)niL(ut)~l = vinía = r¡i7]ia, by the definition of A(ut). Thus

rjiA(uf)QPWP-1. lia'QEi, then î]3r]3r]2a' = rny3Ti2a', by (3.3), and rj3r]3r]2a'QEt

commutes with r¡iL(ut). Thus ij3?j2£iC£lF£_1. Since 7]3r¡2 —r]2v2, n3v2EiQ-q2E2

which commutes with niA(ut), by Lemma 3.4, and hence the two algebras

are in tensor product relation, by Lemma 3.9. Thus again it remains to show

that the centralizer of rjiA (ut) • r¡3ntEi in PWP-1 is C. If w is an element of

this centralizer, then w commutes with r¡iA (ut)r¡ir)í L(F) = t]i Endi®j?(£2); w

also commutes with n3i)2Ein2r¡iL(F) = r¡2(r¡iEiriiL(F)) =-n2Et by Lemma 3.2.

Furthermore, wQPWP~l implies Qr\%wQ~x — vtw with Q = viL(ut)QE^

Lemma 3.11 then completes the proof.

Finally, we show that t—>{A(t)} actually induces a single valued mapping

on cohomology classes in H2(F):

Lemma 3.12. If sQF2* and tQF3* then

L(s)A(t)L(s~1) = ^(/-A2i).
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Proof. An endomorphism x of £2 is in L(s)A(t)L(s~i) ii and only if

xGEndi®j?(£2) and

£(0r,2(£(s-1)*£(i))7(0-1 = v3(L(s~l)xL(s)).

In view of (3.4) this last equation can be rearranged to give

L(t-eis-eiS~1)(riix)L(t-(3s-eiS~1)~1 = 7,3*.

Since x commutes with £(1®£), 773ÍC commutes with £(1®£2) =£(ei£2).

Hence we may conjugate by £(t=is) to get

T,(/-A2f)i,2*£(¿-A2j)_1 = 173*.

This proves the lemma.

Putting together Corollary 3.8, Lemmas 3.10, 3.12 and 3.5, we have

Theorem 2. Let F be a commutative C-algebra, finitely generated and projec-

tive as a C-module and such that the unit mapping C—>£ splits(s). Then the

correspondence t-+A (t) = {oG Endi®j?(£2) | L(f)ij2ö£(i)-1 = 173d} induces a homo-

morphism 772(£)—>(B(£/C). The algebras A(t) which arise this way from co-

cycles t all contain L(F®1) = i)2L(F) as a maximal commutative subalgebra.

In order to show that the homomorphism in Theorem 2 is an isomorphism

of T72(£) onto (B(£/C) we must impose further hypotheses. A commutative

ring £ will be said to satisfy hypothesis (H) if

(H) : R is a finite direct sum of rings £,, and every finitely generated, faithful,

projective Ri-module is free.

Remarks. 1. If every faithful, finitely generated, projective £,-module is

free, then £,■ is indecomposable, for if Rf = S®T then R{®S is faithful,

finitely generated and projective, but not free. Thus the decomposition

£=Z©T?i in (H) is the unique decomposition of R into indecomposable

rings.

2. If IF is a faithful, finitely generated, projective £-module and £ satis-

fies (H) then W= Z© W»> where each Wi is a free £,-module on (say) »,•

generators. A necessary and sufficient condition for W to be free over R is

that n,- = 77y for all *', j.

Lemma 3.13. (a) If C and F satisfy (H) and A is a C-algebra split by F, then

A ®£=Endi®F(F®£), with V a faithful, finitely generated, projective C-
module.

(b) If C satisfies (H) and Vi and F2 dre faithful, finitely generated, pro-
jective C-modules such that Endi®p(Fi®£) and Endi®/?(F2®£) are isomorphic

F-algebras, then Vi and Vi are isomorphic.

(c) If a commutative ring R satisfies (H) and W is a faithful, finitely gener-

ated, projective R-module, then every R-algebra automorphism of End«(lF) is

inner.
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Proof. In (a) we are given A ®F=Endp(W) with W a faithful, finitely

generated, projective £-module. We are to prove W= V®F for some faith-

ful, finitely generated, projective C-module V. When C decomposes as in

(H), all the terms in this hypothesis and conclusion decompose correspond-

ingly. Hence we may assume that C already satisfies the condition that every

faithful, finitely generated projective module is free. Since A is central sepa-

rable, it is a faithful, finitely generated, projective C-module [5, Theorem 2.1]

and so now is free. Hence Endp(W)=A ®£ is a free £-module. On the other

hand, if we decompose £ into 23© Fi according to (H), then by Remark 2

above, W decomposes into 23® W», with Wi free on «< generators over £<,

and Endp(W) = 23e Endj?^IF,), where the matrix algebra Endp¡(W/) is free
on n\ generators over £¿. By Remark 2, Endy(lF) is free over £ if and only if

n\ = »/ for all i, j, which implies «< = n¡, which gives W free on «,• generators

over £. Thus W= V® F. with V free on «,• generators over C.

(h) As in the proof of (a), we immediately may reduce to the case where

all faithful, finitely generated, projective C-modules are free. Let F< be free

on w< generators (i = l, 2). Then Endi®p(Fj®£) is a free £-module on n\

generators, and the algebra isomorphism is an isomorphism of £-modules.

Thus Mi = n2 and Fi= F2.

(c) When R decomposes as in (H), Endii(W) decomposes into

23© EndR¡(Wi), and any automorphism of Ends(JF) induces automorphisms

on the direct summands. But £¿ certainly satisfies the hypothesis of [5,

Theorem 3.6] so that every automorphism of Endjs/tF,) is inner, whence (c)

follows immediately.

Theorem 3. 7ei F be a C-algebra which is finitely generated and projective

as a C-module and such that the unit mapping^) C—>£ splits. If C, F and F®F

satisfy (H) then the homomorphism 272(£)—>(B(£/C) defined in Theorem 2 is an

isomorphism.

Proof. Let {A(t)} = {l}, that is, A(t) = Endc(V), with F a faithful,

finitely generated projective C-module. Then we have the following £-algebra

isomorphisms, by Lemmas 3.2, 3.6 and 3.7: Endi®F(F®£)=Endc(F)®£

^A(t)®F^A(t)niL(F) = Endi&F(F2). Lemma 3.13(b) then shows that F is

isomorphic to £ as a C-module, so that there is a C-algebra isomorphism

a: A (t)-+Endc(F). But, as noted above, A (t) ® £^Endi®p(£2)^Endc(£) ® £.

Hence a® 1 : A (t) ® £—>Endc(£) ® £ induces a (1 ® £)-algebra automorphism

of Endi®y(£2). By Lemma 3.13(c), this automorphism is inner, say by an

element Q. Then, for every a in A(t),

QaÇr1 Q 772 Ende (F).

Since 1J21J2 = 173172» we have

(viQKviaXviQ)-1 = (mQ)(vsa)(mQ)~l = (r,3Q)L(i)(V2a)L(t)-i(v3Q)-1-
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Hence L(t)~1ii]3Q) i(r¡2Q) is an element of Endi®**^) commuting with all

elements of 7724(0- But

n2A(t)L(l ® £2)

= (n2A(t)L(l ® 1 ® F))L(1 ® F ® 1) = 7,2(40)£(1 ® £))£(1 ® £ ® 1)

= 7,2(Endi®F (F2))vmL(F) = Endi®F*(£3), by Lemmas 3.7 and 3.2.

Thus £(O_1(i,30_1(i72Ç) commutes with all of Endi®/«(£3) and hence

(VsQ^faQ) = L(t)L(eis) for some unit s in £2.

Now the same identities that show A2A1 = 1 prove (even in the absence of

commutativity) that if P = (n3Q)-1(ri2Q) then (■r)iP)(r)2P)(r)3P)-]- = l (cf. the

last part of the proof of Lemma 3.7). Thus we have

1 = (€4/)(e20M-1-(í4ei5)(e2£ií)(636u)-1 = (A3t)-i(eit)(tiA2s),

using (3.6) or, specifically, e,+i€i = eje<. Since A3/ = 1 and «i is a monomorphism,

I = A2(s~x) is a coboundary. This proves that {t} —> {4 (0} is a monomorphism.

To prove we have an epimorphism, let A' be any algebra split by £, and

a any £-algebra isomorphism 4'®£—>Endp(IF). By Lemma 3.13(a), we

may take W=V®F so that a(4'®£) = Endi®F(F®£)=£2. The image

a(4'®l) is then a subalgebra 4 of £2 isomorphic to 4' and a(l®£) =r¡iL(F).

We shall eventually produce a cocycle / in £3 such that the Brauer classes of

4 and 4(0 coincide. Since £3 decomposes as a tensor product of £2 and £

in two ways, viz.

£3 = (r,iEi)(r,mL(F)) ^ £2 ® £,

and

£3 = (vsEi)(r,mL(F)) S £2 ® F,

by Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 3.3, and since £2=4'®£, it follows that £3

decomposes into 4'®£®£ in two ways. Specifically we have a C-algebra

isomorphism ß2: 4'®£®£—>£3 defined as the composite of isomorphisms

a' ®f®f'—>a(a' ®f')®f (which is an isomorphism since a is and £ is C-flat)

and e®f-+(t)2e)(r)3riiL(f)), for a'G4', /, f'EF, eEE%. Similarly, ß3 is the

composite of isomorphisms a' ® f ® f —> a(a' ® /) ® /' G £2 ® £ and

e®f-^(r,3e)(riir,iL(f)). Both ß3 and ßi send 1 ®/®/' in 4 ®£®£ to i¡iL(J®f')
in £3, so they are in fact £2-algebra isomorphisms. Hence ftpY1 is an £2-

algebra automorphism of £3 which, by Lemma 3.13(c), is inner by some P

in £3.

From its definition, this P satisfies P(t)2a)P~l = r]3a for all o in 4 =a(A ' ® 1).

That is, 4G4(£).
We assert 4=4(£): by Lemma 3.6, ¿(£)®£^4(£)t7i£(£), and, since

A EA(P), this makes 4(P)®£=£2, via the isomorphism a®f—>ar]iL(f), for

aEA(P),f in F. This same mapping restricted to 4 is also an isomorphism,
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by the definition of A. Thus 0 = (A(P)®F)/(A®F)êé(A(P)/A)®F as C-
modules. But £ has a direct summand C, so that (.4(£)/.4)®C=0 and

A(P)=A.
By Lemma 3.7, (tj4£)(j72£)(»73£)_1 is a scalar rjiL(u). This u is the desired

cocycle associated with A' for, by Lemma 3.10 with t = l, .4(£)®.4(1)

=.4(w)®£i. Since the mapping {t}—*{A(t)} is a group homomorphism,

A(l)~l and so A(u)~A(P) —A=A', proving Theorem 3.

Remarks. 1. The proof of Theorem 3 used not so much the fact that

C, £ and £2 satisfy (H) but rather the conclusions of Lemma 3.13. Specifi-

cally, our mapping of H2(F) into <B(£/C) will be a monomorphism if con-

clusions (b) and (c) ((c) for £ = £) of Lemma 3.13 are valid. If conclusions

(a) and (c) ((c) for R = F2) of Lemma 3.13 hold the mapping is an epimor-

phism.

2. In view of the last statement of Theorem 2, we have actually proved

that, under the hypotheses of Theorem 3, every algebra split by £ is equiv-

alent to one (viz. A(t)) which contains £ as a maximal commutative sub-

algebra and which can be represented by endomorphisms on £®£ commuting

with 7(1 ®£) in such a way that the maximal commutative subalgebra be-

comes £(£®1).

Now we produce two specific classes of pairs (£, C) for which 772(£)

^<B(£/C) (Theorem 4).

We begin with the following lemma which is a weak generalization of the

fact that principal left ideals generated by idempotents are isomorphic

modules if and only if they are isomorphic modulo the radical.

Lemma 3.14. Let R be a ring, N a radical ideal in R, Vi and V2 finitely

generated projective R-modules and p: Vi/NVi—>V2/NV2 an R-isomorphism.

Then p is induced by an isomorphism Vi-+V2.

Proof. Let pi be the natural mapping F¿—>F¿//VF.-. Then ppi is an epi-

morphism of Fi onto V2/NV2. Since Fi is projective, there exists cr: Fi—>F2

such that p2c = ppi. Since p and pi are epimorphisms this implies cVi + NV2

= F2. But TV is a radical ideal and F2/crFi is finitely generated, so F2/oFi = 0,

a is an epimorphism [7, p. 124, Corollary]. But oFi= F2 is projective, so

cr splits and Ker o is a direct summand in Vx. This implies pi(Ker cr)

= Ker a/N Ker cr and also that Ker o is finitely generated so that pi (Ker cr)

= 0 only if Ker a = 0. But pp^Ker <r) = p2cr(Ker a) = 0 and p is an isomorphism,

so Ker a is indeed 0, and cr is an isomorphism.

Lemma 3.15. If C=R[x], where R is a commutative ring with minimum con-

dition, or if C is semilocal (i.e., has only finitely many maximal ideals, but is

not necessarily Noetherian), then C satisfies hypothesis (H).

Remark. If C is semilocal the result was proved by Serre [17, I, Proposi-

tion 11 ] and [18, Proposition 6] assuming C is Noetherian, and by Kaplansky
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in the general case (unpublished). Serre's proof can easily be modified to take

care of the general case. We present such a modification here since [17]

seems not to be readily available.

Proof. In the first case, C= Z© £»[*]> where £,■ is a local ring with nil-

potent radical. Thus we may assume that £ is already local. Let its maximal

ideal be TV and let 717 be any finitely generated projective C-module. Then

M/N[x]M is a projective module over R[x]/N[x] = (R/N) [x] which is a

principal ideal domain. Hence 7l7/7V[:x;]7l7 is free on n generators, say. Let

717' be a free C-module on n generators. Then M/N[x]M=M'/N[x]M'. Since

TV is nilpotent, so is N[x] and Lemma 3.14 applies to show that 717=717' and

so M is free.

In the second case, since a semilocal ring has only a finite number of

maximal ideals, it is a finite direct sum of indecomposable semilocal rings.

So we may assume C is indecomposable. We let 717 be a finitely generated

projective C-module and prove that 717 is free.

For any prime ideal p of C, we pass to the local ring Cs. Here 717 ®Cp is a

projective, hence free Cp-module on nv generators. If pDp' then 717®Cp'

= (717®c,,) ®cvCp' so that np = ny. Thus we can divide the set of prime ideals

of C into disjoint subsets Uk= {p\nt = k} such that if pDp', then pEUk if

and only if p'E Uk. Of course, k is bounded by the number of generators of 717.

Let Sk he the complement in Cof Uper/i p and let ak= {aGC|as = 0 for some

s in Sk}.

We assert that the primes containing ak are exactly the primes in Uk. If

pEUk and aEcik then ds = 0 for some s not in p, so that dGp. Conversely,

let akEpjEUj and consider the multiplicatively closed set SkS¡. This does

not contain 0; for if we had s*Sy = 0 for skESk, s¡ES¡ we would also have

SjEakEpj, contrary to the definition of Sy. Hence there is a prime ideal p*

disjoint from SkSj [15, V, Lemma 2]. Then p* is disjoint from both Sk and

S¡ so that p* is contained in both Upei7,. p and U9euh p- But Upgt/y p is just the

(finite) union of maximal ideals belonging to U¡ so that [19, p. 215] p*Cp

for some maximal pEUj; thus p*EU,-. Similarly, p*EUk. This proves j = k,

proving our assertion.

Now if j^k, cty + Ujfc cannot be contained in a maximal ideal pE Ui for we

have just proved that then j = i and k = i. Thus the ideals a* are relatively

prime in pairs. Furthermore, if aEOkttk and b is the annihilator of a in C, then

b is an ideal containing at least one element of each Sk. Thus b is contained in

no prime, which proves 1Gb and a = 0. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem,

it follows that C=Z© C/<Xk. Since C is indecomposable, there is only one k

occurring—the projective module 717 has the same local rank at every prime.

Let 717' be a free C-module with this rank. Then 717® C^M' ® C„ for every p.

If p is maximal the residue class field of Cp is C/p. We tensor the isomorphism

above with C/p to get

M ® C/p £g M' ® C/p
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for every maximal p. If we denote the intersection of the maximal ideals by

N then, again by the Chinese Remainder Theorem, we have

M/NM & M ® C/N S M ® 23© C/p S 23© M ® C/P = M'/NM'.
p max

By Lemma 3.14, M=M' is free.

Theorem 4. £Âe mapping 272(£)—>(B(£/C) defined in Theorem 2 is an

isomorphism in the following two cases :

1°. C=K[x\, £ = 7[x], where K is a commutative ring with minimum con-

dition, Lis a K-algebra which is finitely generated and projective as a K-module

with split unit mapping^) K—*L and where x is an indeterminate over L.

2°. C is semilocal, F is a C-algebra which is finitely generated and projective

as a C-module and such that the unit mapping C—>F is a split C-module mono-

morphism(*).

Proof. In case Io, 7 and L®KL are both finitely generated X-modules,

hence satisfy the minimum condition on ideals. Thus C, £ and

£2 = 7[x]®*M7[x]^(£®jr£)[x]

all fall under the hypotheses of Lemma 3.15. Hence the hypotheses of Theo-

rem 3 are satisfied.

In case 2°, we want to show that £ and £2 are also semilocal so that

Lemma 3.15 can be used again to verify the hypotheses of Theorem 3. First,

we remark that a commutative ring £ is semilocal if and only if £ modulo a

radical ideal is a ring with minimum condition. Now if C is semilocal with

radical N and £ ( = either £ or £2) is a finitely generated C-module then NR

is a radical ideal in £; for if M is any maximal ideal in £ then R/M is a

finitely generated C-module and N(R/M)9*R/M, by Nakayama's lemma

[7, Theorem 1 ] ; therefore N(R/M) = 0 and NR is part of the radical of £.

Furthermore, R/NR is a finitely generated (C/N)-module and so is a ring

with minimum condition. This shows that £ and £2 are semilocal and com-

pletes the proof of Theorem 4.

We conclude this section with a discussion of the functorial properties of

the homomorphism 272(£)->(B(£/C). Both 772(20 and <B(£/C) are functions

of £ and C. We assert that they are functors in each of those variables, and

that our homomorphism is a mapping of functors.

First, if C—>£ is a ring homomorphism, we have a homomorphism (B(£/C)

—>(B(£®£/£), defined by associating to each C-algebra A split by £ the

£-algebra A ®D which will be split by F®D. We also have a mapping
x->x®l sending £" to Fn®D9¿(F®D)®D - - ■ ®D(F®D) = (£®£)n which

gives a mapping of Amitsur complexes. This, in turn, induces a mapping of

homology groups 77n(£)—>77n(£®£), where in the last group £®£ is treated

as a £-algebra. If we assume that £ is finitely generated and projective over

C and that C—>F splits, then £®£ has the same properties over D and homo-
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morphisms 772(£)->(B(£/C) and H2(F®D)^®(F®D/D) may be defined as

in Theorem 2. A routine calculation shows that the diagram

772(£)  -»   772(£ ® D)

I i
(S>(F/C) -* (B(£ ® D/D)

is commutative so that T72(£)—>(B(£/C) is a mapping of functors.

Our homomorphism is also a mapping of functors of £. If £'—>£ is a C-

algebra homomorphism then we have an induced homomorphism of the

Amitsur complex of £' to the Amitsur complex of £ with consequent homo-

morphisms T7B(£')—>T7"(£). We also have a homomorphism (B(£'/C)

—>(B(£/C) by associating to each algebra 4 split by £' the same algebra;

for if A is split by £' so that 4 ®F'^Endpi(W), with W a faithful, finitely

generated, projective £'-module then A is also split by(12)

£: A ®F9é(A ®F')®p.F^EndF(W®F>F).

In fact, (B(£'/C)C(B(£/C).
If, besides, £' and £ satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2 we have map-

pings H2(F')-*(S,(F'/C) and 772(£)->(B(£/C). We sketch a proof of the com-

mutativity of the diagram

772(£') ->   T72(£)

I 1
<3S(£'/C) -* (B(£/C)

so that the homomorphism T72(£)—>(B(£/C) is again a mapping of functors.

The cocycle t' in £'3 maps to a cocycle / in £3, and we must prove that

4(i')~4(0- Now the mapping £'—>£ induces mappings £'3—>£'®£2 and

hence Endi®j¡"'(£'3) —>Endi®j«(£'®£2). Let the image of the endomorphism

L(t') be P. Then the image of A(t') under A(t')-^A(t')®F^A(t')®F'®F>F

=-Endi®F(£'®£) is exactly 4(£) as defined in (3.7) with F=£'. Finally,

(t,4£)(t,2£)(t,3£)-1 turns out to be r¡iL(t) and so Lemma 3.10, with u replaced

by the present t and / by 1, shows 4(i')=,4(£)~4(0.

We claim that both 77"(£) and (B(£/C) are functors of £ that commute

with certain direct limits: if {£a, fa,ß} is a direct system of C-algebras and

homomorphisms with limit £ then the Amitsur complex of £ is the limit of

the Amitsur complexes of the £a, because ® commutes with direct limits

[9, VI, Exercise 17]. Since the homology functor also commutes with direct

limits [9, V, Proposition 9.3*], we have T7"(£) =linu H"(Fa). The analogous

argument for (B(£/C) is slightly more complex and will be needed in §5;

hence we state it as

(ls) It is clear that W®f>F is a finitely generated projective f-module. That it is faithful

follows from [6, Theorems A,3 and A.5].
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Lemma 3.16. Let F be the union of subalgebras Fa such that each F„ is a

direct summand in F as F „-module. Then ($>(F/C) is the union of the groups

(B(£„/C).

Proof. As above, ($>(Fa/C) Q(ñ(F/C). It remains to show that if an algebra

A is split by £, then it is split by some Fß.

Let A ®F^E = Endp(W), where IF is a faithful projective £-module

generated by Wi, ■ ■ ■ , w„. Let uit - - • , un be free generators of a free F-

module containing TF as a direct summand. Since the expression of the w's

in terms of the u's involves only finitely many coefficients in £, these coeffi-

cients all lie in some £„. Then £a«i+ ■ • • +Faun is a free £„-module con-

taining Wa = FaWi+ • • ■ +Fawn as a direct summand. It follows that

W^Wa®paF, so that E^EndFa(Wa)®paF. We let £« denote the subset of

£ corresponding to EndFa(Wa) under this isomorphism so that £a£=£.

Then Ea is a finitely generated £a-module and an argument like the construc-

tion of Wa above shows that, under the isomorphism E-^A ® F, the

image of Ea is contained in some A®Fß (without loss of generality, we take

ß>a). Hence Eß = Ea-Fß also goes into an £ß-submodule £/ of ^4®£ß. If

B = (A ® Fß) /£/ then B ® FßF = (A ® Fß ® FßF) / (£a' ® *■„£) = A ® £/£/ £ = 0,
since EßF=E and Eß'F = lm(E-+A ® F) = A ®F. Since £„->■£ splits, we have

also £ = 0 and A®Fß = Eß'^Eß^EndFß(Wß), with Wß = Wa®FaFß. Thus A
is split by Fß, proving the lemma.

Corollary 3.17. Let F be a C-algebra which is the union of subalgebras Fa

and assume that the Fa-module monomorphism £a—>£ splits for all a. Assume

further that the pairs (Fa, C) satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 2. If the mappings

272(£„)->(B(£„/C) are isomorphisms for each a, then H2(F)^(S,(F/C).

Proof. Since our homomorphism H2(Fa)—><$>(Fa/C) is a mapping of func-

tors and both functors commute with this kind of direct limit, we have

772(7) =linu 772(£„)^linu (B(£a/C)^(B(£/C).
4. The purely inseparable case. If £ is a purely inseparable extension

field of the field C and has exponent one and finite degree over C, Hochschild

[13] exhibited an isomorphism of <$>(F/C) with the group £(£, £) of regu-

lar^3) restricted Lie algebra extensions of £ by £, where £ is the Lie algebra

of C-derivations of £ In this section, we shall produce an isomorphism

H2(F)—»S(£, £), which, combined with Theorem 3, will give another proof

of Hochschild 's result.

In  [3,  §7], Amitsur attempted this unsuccessfully, For one thing, he

(") "Regular" here means that any such extension 5 has a structure as left ¿«"-module

compatible with the Lie multiplication and pih-pov/er operation [11, pp. 481-482]. We do not

need to make this more precise; it is sufficient to note that if 5 is a restricted special Lie sub-

algebra of an associative algebra A (i.e. if Si, s¡ are in S, [s,, si] =si-si—st-si and jW = íp where

the dot and pth power on the right sides of the equations are the associative products in A),

and if A contains a subalgebra F with FSQ S, then 5 will be regular.
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tried to establish an isomorphism of T7"(£) with a subgroup of the restricted

cohomology group H%(T, £) = Extr/"«(C, £) [12], where U* is the restricted

universal enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra T. Now H%(T, F) can be

zero when (B(£/C) is not; for example, when C is the field of rational func-

tions in two indeterminates x, y over G£(2) and F=C(x112). (In this case £

is 77*-injective, so T7".(£, F)=0; one way of showing that (^(F/Q^O for

these £ and C is by using the proof of Theorem 6.) Secondly, [3, Theorem 7.2]

asserts erroneously that Hn(F+)=H"(F), where T7B(£+) is the 77th cohomology

group of the complex C—»£—>£2—» • • •   with coboundary operator

A+: Fn-^Fn+1

defined by A+ = Z"-i (~ l)'-1«. ior n = 0. As a matter of fact,

Lemma 4.1. Let C be a commutative ring and F a C-algebra such that the

unit mapping C—+£ splits(s). Then H"(F+) = 0 for n = 0. If, besides, F is C-flat,

then

for qEF2, (€2 —€3)0 = 0 if and only if qEF®l;

for rEF3, (é2—e3 + €4)r = 0 if and only if r = (e2 — e3)q for some qEF2.

Proof. That A^+iA^=0 is proved as usual, using (3.3) (cf. [3, Theorem

5.1]), so that we do indeed have a complex. Let fa- F—>C be the mapping

postulated in the lemma and define homomorphisms s„: £"—+£B_1 by

sn(xi® • ■ • ®xn) =<f>(xi)(x2® ■ ■ • ®xn) for m>0, and 5o = 0. Then sn+iA¿

+A+_1s„ = identity (s„ defines a contracting homotopy) which implies T7n(£+)

= 0 for n=0. If £ is C-flat, then the complex £®C->£®£->£®£2-^ • • •

with coboundary operators 1®A,|: £®£B—>£®£n+1 will also have zero co-

homology groups. But l®A+ = e2 — €3 + 64— • • • , which proves the rest of the

lemma.

Now let C be a ring of prime characteristic p, F any C-algebra, and T the

set of all derivations of £ over C. Just as in the case where C is a field, £ is a

Lie algebra with a ¿Hh-power operation and an £-module structure. For rea-

sons which will become apparent shortly, we define, for any D in T, a deriva-

tion „T> of the algebra £B over l®^-1 by(14)

(4.1) nD(xi ® ■ ■ ■ xn) = Dxi ® Xi - ■ • ® x„.

It is clear that, if i> 1 and xEF", then

(4.2) n+iD(eix) = ei(nD(x)),       n+iD(nx) = 0.

Although our results are logically independent of those of [13 ], the latter

immediately suggest an explicit isomorphism between 772(£) and 8(£, £) in

case £ is a purely inseparable field of exponent one over C. If A is a central

(") If F is a purely inseparable extension field of exponent one, [lO, Proposition 2.3] shows

that any way of extending the action of T to F" is equivalent to (4.1).
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simple C-algebra containing a maximal subfield G isomorphic to £, Hoch-

schild associates to A a special Lie algebra 5 which is an extension of £ by

£ as follows: S= {aQA\ag—gaQG for all gQG} ; S—>£ by associating to o

in 5 the derivation g—>ag—ga= [a, g] of G (or rather the derivation of £

which corresponds to this by the isomorphism of G and £) ; the kernel of the

mapping S—>T is clearly G, which is isomorphic to £.

If we apply the construction to A—A(t) and G = L(F®1), we get

S= {aQA(t) | [a, L(f® 1)]£7(£® 1) for all/££}, and for every aQS we get
a derivation DQT such that

(4.3) [a, L(f ®1)] = L(Df ® 1) = L(2D(f ® 1)).

Now, for any derivation S of a ring and any ring element x,

[5, 7(x)] = 7(5x)

so that (4.3) becomes [a, 7(/®l)] = [2£, 7(/®l)] and o — 2D is an endomor-

phism of £2 commuting with 7(£®1). By (4.1), [JD, 7(1®7)] =7(2£(1® £))

= 0, and [a, 7(1®£)]=0, because o£Endi®p(72). Hence a — 2D commutes

with L(F2). Thus there is an element q in £2 with a = 2D+L(q). If we sub-

stitute this formula for a into the defining equation for A (t) :

(4.4) L(t)(V2a) = (vza)L(t)

and use i¡i(2D)=3D, i =2, 3, we obtain [j), L(t)\=L(t)(-n2L(q)—-n3L(q)), or,

by (3.4), L(zDt) = L(t)L(e2q — e3q), which finally becomes

(4.5) ,Dt/t = (e2 - e3)q.

Conversely, if DQT and q is any element of £2 satisfying (4.5) then the

element a = 2D+L(q) in EndngF^2) satisfies (4.4) and so lies in A(t). Thus

the Lie algebra 5 is simply the set of all endomorphisms of £2 of the form

2D+L(q), with D ranging over £ and q satisfying (4.5). Hence we make the

Definition. For every cocycle t in £3*, let ©(£) be the set of endomor-

phisms of £2of the form 2D+L(q), with£ ranging through £and can element

of £2 satisfying 3Dt/t=(e2 — e3)q.

Theorem 5. Let C be a ring of prime characteristic p, F a C-algebra which

is aflat C-module with a split unit mapping^), and T the restricted Lie algebra

of derivations of F over C. Then the mapping 6 induces a homomorphism of

H2(F) into S(£, F), the group of regular restricted Lie algebra extensions of F

by T.

The proof will consist of a series of lemmas.

Lemma 4.2. Let C and F satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 5 (except that

we need not assume characteristic p) and let D be an element of T. Define a map

ao of the graded group 23© £"* ^nto ^e graded group 23© Fn by

«d(x) = nDx/x,       for x in Fn*.
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Then ou> is a homomorphism of graded groups and, for xEFn*, aB(A„x)

= — (l®A^1)aD(x) (with l®A,|_i as in the proof of Lemma 4.1). Therefore

aD is a homomorphism of the Amitsur complex into the complex {F", — 1 ® A+_j}.

7t7 particular, there exists an element q in F2 satisfying (4.5). Another element

q' in F2 satisfies (4.5) with the same D if and only if q'— qEF®1.

Proof. Since an is a "logarithmic derivative" a standard computation

shows that, for x, yEFn*, aD(xy)=aD(x)+aD(y) and aD(Anx) = —e2(nDx/x)

+ e3(nDx/x)+ ■ ■ ■ , proving the first part. If t is a cocycle in £3* we conclude

eipiD(t) — t3OiD(t)+tiaD(t)=0. By Lemma 4.1, this is equivalent to aD(t)

= («2-63)2 for some q in £2. Another q' in £2 satisfies the same relation if

and only if (e2 — e3)(q — q')=0 which, again by Lemma 4.1, is equivalent to

d-g'G£®L

Lemma 4.3. Let D and D' be derivations of a commutative ring R of prime

characteristic p, let q and q' be elements of R and let L(q) denote left multiplica-

tion by q on R. Then

[D + 7(Ç), D' + L(q')] = [77, 77'] + L(Dq' - D'q);

(D + L(q)Y = T> + ¿(g» + D'-'q).

Proof. The first equality follows directly from definitions; the second may

be found in [14, p. 223], [12, p. 560] or [lO, p. 201].

Lemma 4.4. Let co be a C-module homomorphism of T into £" and define, for

every D in T, r(D) = nD +L(o(D)) so that r is a module homomorphism of T into

E„ = Endi®F»-i(£n). Then r is a Lie algebra homomorphism if and only if

(4.6) co([7>, D']) = nD(w(D')) - „77'(co(7»)) for all D, D' in T;

r preserves pth powers if and only if

(4.7) co(7>) = o>(D)" + „D^(w(D)) for all D in T.

These conditions are satisfied if co(D) =nDt/tfor some fixed unit t in Fn.

Proof. These statements appear in [10, Chapter 2, (33), (35), (41), (42')

and the necessity part of Proposition 2.7]. Cartier's proofs are given in the

case where 77= 1 and £ is a purely inseparable extension field of exponent 1.

However, the proofs involve only formal identities and are equally valid in

our case. The first two statements in Lemma 4.4 are immediate corollaries of

Lemma 4.3.

Lemma 4.5. 0(0 is a restricted special Lie subalgebra of Endi®F(£2).

Proof. Using Lemma 4.3, we see that we are required to show

(e2 - e3)(2Dq' - 2D'q) = [3D, 3D']t/t,

and
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(e2 - e,)(q> + 2D^q) = 3DH/l,

whenever (e2— e3)q = 3Dt/t and (e2 —e3)g' = 3£'//i. This is immediate from (4.2)

and the last part of Lemma 4.4.

Lemma 4.6. ©(0 is o regular restricted extension of F by T.

Proof. 0(0 is a left £-modulesince 7(/® 1)(2D+L(q))= 2(JD) +L((f® l)q).

Since, by Lemma 4.5, 6(0 is a special restricted Lie subalgebra of Endi®r(£2),

it follows by Footnote 13 that 9(0 is regular. The mapping 2D+L(q)-+D of

8(0 to £ is an epimorphism of regular, restricted Lie algebras, by Lemma

4.3. The kernel is the set of 7(a) with q satisfying (4.5) for £ = 0. By Lemma

4.1, this is£(£®l)^£.

We recall the definition of the sum 5i+52 of two regular extensions Si, S2

of £ by £ as given in [12] : let £ be the Lie subalgebra of Si@S2 consisting of

the pairs (si, s2) with si and 52 mapping to the same element of £. Let J

be the ideal of £ consisting of the elements of the form (/, —f) with/£££5.

Then 5i+52 is defined to be £/7, again a regular, restricted extension of F

by £ with the copy of £ in £/7 being the image of £©£ in £/7.

Lemma 4.7. If h, t2 are cocycles in F3* then ®(tit2) is isomorphic to ®(k)

+ &(t2) as a regular restricted Lie algebra.

Proof.   In  ©(/i) © ®(h),  we consider the subalgebra £ of all pairs

(2£ + L(qi), iD + L(q,))    with    ,Dtt/ti = (e, - e3)o„ * = 1, 2.

Let p be defined by

p(2D + L(qi), 2D + L(q2)) = iD + L(qi + q2).

Since (e2 — e3)(qi+q2)=3D(tit2)/tit2, p(E) is a Lie subalgebra of &(ht2). Now

suppose that 2D+L(q) is in @(/i/2), so that (t2 — e3)q = 3Dti/ti+3Dt2/t2. By

Lemma 4.2, there are elements qt in £2 with (ei — e3)q¡ = 3Dti/ti, i=l, 2. Thus,

by Lemma 4.1, — q + (qi + q2) = / ® 1 for some / in £. Hence

p(iD+L(qi-f® 1), 2D+L(q2))=2D+L(q) and p(£) = &(ht2). Using our earlier

formulas for the operation of £, the Lie product, and pth-power operation

in @(/i), @(¿2) and @(W2), it is easily verified that p is an £-linear, restricted

Lie algebra homomorphism of £ onto ®(ht2).

Finally, if p(2£+7(gi), 2£+7(g2)) =0, we have 2D+L(qi+q2) = 0. Apply-

ing the left side to 1®1 shows that qi= —q2 and so £ = 0. Thus (e2 —e3)ç7, = 0,

i= 1,2, and, by Lemma 4.1, t/, is in £01. Hence Ker p= {(7(/01), 7(-/01))}

= 7, proving Lemma 4.7.

Lemma 4.8. If t is a coboundary in £3* then ®(t) is a split, restricted, regular

extension of F by T.

Proof. There is an element 5 in £2* with t=A2(s~l). By Lemma 4.2,

3Dt/t = («2 - e3)2Ds/s,       for all D in T.
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By Lemma 4.2 this means  @(t)= {2D+L(iDs/s+f®l)}, where D runs

through T and /through £. By Lemma 4.4, D-^2D+L(2Ds/s) is an £-linear,

restricted, Lie algebra monomorphism of T into ©(0, so that ©(0 is split.

This completes the proof of Theorem 5.

Theorem 6. Let C be a field and F a purely inseparable extension field of

exponent 1 and finite degree over C. Then the homomorphism H2(F)—>S(£, £)

in Theorem 5 45 an isomorphism.

Proof. Given any regular extension S of £ by T, there is an £-linear Lie

algebra isomorphism <b oí T into 5 which is an inverse of the given projection

S-»£. That is, S = faT) + F (£-module direct sum). Moreover, g(D) = (<j>(D))*

—<p(Dp) is an additive function from £ to C such that g(fD) =fpg(D) for

every/ in £ [13, Theorem 4]. Thus 5 is isomorphic to the set of all ordered

pairs (D, f) with D in £ and/ in £. The operations are given by

[(D,j),(D',f')] = ([D,D'],Df - D'f),

(77,/)* = (D*,f'+ D»-y+g(D)),

f'(DJ) = (f'D, f'f), [13, pp. 487-488].

Given S, cb and hence g, we shall construct a cocycle t such that ©(0 is

equivalent to S. To do this, we recall the structure of a purely inseparable

extension field of exponent one: £=C[di, • • • , a*] with aP in C, and T has

a left £-basis given by the derivations 7>i, • • • , Dk determined by T\(dy) = 5,y.

These 77,'s have the additional property T7f = 0 [10, Chapter 2, §2]. If we

consider £2 as an £-module by virtue of multiplication by £®1, we can de-

fine an £-linear function X from T to £2 by

(4.8) X(Di) = g(Di)A+l(aT1)

where AT/ = et — e2 is the coboundary operator on £ introduced above Lemma

4.1. We proceed to verify that v: S—>Endi®/?(£2), defined by

v(D,f) = 2D + L(\(D)+f® 1),

is an equivalence of regular, restricted Lie algebra extensions of £ by £ which

carries the splitting map c/> into the map D—>27)+£(X(7?)). Furthermore, the

image of v is ©(0, where / is defined by(16)

k

t = IX exp SiUi,
(-1

Si = eMDi) = eiA+! (g(Di)aV) = g(D{)(l ® 1 ® aT' - 1 ® aV ® 1),

Ui = — e3Ai (a,-) = a,- ® 1 ® 1 — 1 ® a,- ® 1.

(u) As usual, if R is an algebra over GF(p) and r in R satisfies r" = 0, then we define exp r

= l+r/l!+- • • +r"-l/(p-i)l
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By Lemma 4.3 and a standard calculation, the condition that v preserve

the Lie product is

(4.10) \([D, D'}) = 2D(\(D')) - 2D'(\(D)).

Since [Di, D¡\ = 0 and 2£yX(£<) = 0 for ir*j, (4.10) is satisfied when D and D'

are basis elements of £. Since both sides of (4.10) are bilinear in D and D',

(4.10) is true for all D, D' in £. Note that (4.10) is Carrier's condition ¿X = 0

[10, p. 201, (34)].
The condition that v preserve pth powers is

[2D + L(\(D) +f® 1)]" = 2D» + L(\(Dp) +fp ® 1 + D*-lf ® 1 + g(D) ® 1).

Using Lemma 4.3, this translates to

(4.11) X(£)* + 2D*-\\(D)) - X(Dp) = g(D) ® 1.

If D = Di, then X(£<)* = 0=X(£?) and 2Df-1(K(Di)) =-g(D,)(Dr1apt-1®l)
= -g(Di) ((p-1) ! ® 1) =g(Dt) ® 1, by Wilson's theorem, which verifies (4.11)

for D = Di. Once again, both sides of (4.11) are p-semilinear(16) (the left

hand side in Cartier's notation is X(£)p — (C\(D))P; since we showed above

that dX = 0, we can use Cartier's computations [10, p. 203, (44) and (45)] to

insure the p-semilinearity of this function). Thus (4.11) is true for all D in £.

Clearly, v is £-linear, has kernel zero, is an equivalence of restricted, regu-

lar extensions and carries <f>: £—>(£, 0) into the mapping D—^v(D, 0)

= 2£+7(X(£)). It remains only to compute the image of v. By the definition

of ©, we are required to prove that t is a cocycle in £3* (it is evidently an ele-

ment of £3*) and that, for every DQT,

(4.12) 3Dl/t = (£2 - e3)X(£),        i.e., aD(t) = (1 ® A+i)(\(D)).

Again, it is sufficient to verify (4.12) for D=D¡.

With notations as in (4.9), we have 3£s, = 0 for all i and all D by (4.2).

Furthermore, 3£y(w¿) is 0 for i?*j and 1 ® 1 ® 1 for i—j. Thus 3£y(exp s,-m<) is

0 for Í9*j\ for i=j, because Sj =0, we can differentiate as for ordinary power

series to get ^(exp Sjuj) =s,- exp SjUj. Hence «d/O = 23."«i>y(exp $«"<)= $i

= €iX(£y). But X(£y) £ At(F) so that A2+(X(£y)) = 0 and s¡ = €XX(£y)
= (e2 — e3)X(£y), as desired.

To prove A3i = 1, it will suffice to show A3(exp SyMy) = 1 for all j. Therefore,

we drop the subscripts j. Because exp is defined by a truncated power series,

the usual multiplicative property does not hold without restriction. How-

ever, it is easy to see that exp(o+&) = (exp a) (exp ô) if a and b in £' are both

multiples of a single nilpotent element of index p. We shall need this remark,

together with the obvious fact that e< exp = exp e,-, to compute

(«) If h: T-+F2, we say h is /»-semilinear if h(D+D>) =h(D) +h(P') and h(fD) =(f®l)'h(D)
for /in FandD, D' in T.
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A3(expi«) = IJ (exp(i,-j)(e,-M))<-1>,~1.
m

Since 5 is in fi£2, €iS = é2s, by (3.3). Furthermore, from its definition (4.9),

s" = 0. Thus

exp((«i5)(ei«)) exp((e2j)(e24i))-1 = exp((e2s)(erW - e2u)).

Similarly, e3u = uu and up = 0, so

exp((e3s)(€3«)) exp((€4i)(€44i))_1 = exp((e3s — e4j)(e3«)).

F urthermore, s = eiAT/ (a) with a E F, so, by (3.3), e,s = ttti-jAt (a) for i > 1, and

e2s — e3s+eiS = €iAiAi(a) = 0. Similarly, since u = e3Af(b), we have eiu — e2u

+ €3M = e4A2"Ai"(t))=0. It follows that (62s)(€i4í — e27í) = (e3s — e4s)( — e3u), so

that the exponentials on the right sides of the equations above are reciprocals

of each other and A3(exp su) = 1.

To complete the proof that © gives a one-to-one correspondence, it will

clearly be sufficient to show that if 5 is already @(ii) for some h in £3, then

/ is cohomologous to t\. If S= @(fi), the extension map S—>£ is 2D+L(q)—>D

and any inverse map <p : T—>S must be of the form

faD) = 2D + L(p(D)),

with /iGHomF(£, £2) if </> is to be £-linear. If <p is to be a Lie algebra homo-

morphism besides, then p must satisfy the condition on to in (4.6). Now the

equivalence v: S-*@(t) carries faD)=2D+L(p.iD)) to 2D+L(K(D)) and pre-

serves the Lie product and £th powers. Therefore X and also o> = p— X satisfy

(4.6); and (iD + L(p(D)))* - (2T> + L(p(D*))) = (2D + LÇK(D)))"
-(2D"+L(K(D")))=g(D)®í. Lemma 4.3 then implies

p(DY + 2D*-i(p(D)) - p(D") = \(D)' + 2D*-\\(D)) - X(T>),

so that co=ju—X satisfies (4.7). Now we imitate the proof of [10, Proposition

2.7] to show that co is a logarithmic derivative: define r(D) =27>+w(7>). By

Lemma 4.4, r is a restricted Lie algebra homomorphism of T to the endo-

morphisms of £2, and thus verifies the hypotheses of [10, Proposition 2.3],

where £2 is considered an £-space by virtue of the action of £® 1. If U de-

notes the subset of £2 annihilated by r(T) then [10, Proposition 2.3] asserts

that (F®l)U=F2. If Í7 contained no unit, U would be contained in the

radical of the local algebra £2, contradicting (£® 1) U= F2. Hence U contains

a unit u so that 2T>w+co(T>)tt = 0 for every D in £. If w = u~1, then co(T7)

= iDw/w for every D in T. Next, by (4.12),

3Dt/t = ap(l) = (1 ® AÎ)A(77)

and similarly
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«dOi) = (1 ® Ai)p(D).
Hence

aD(ttTl) = aD(t) - aD(h) = (1 ® Ai+)co(£) = (1 ® At)(aDw) = - aD(A2w)

by Lemma 4.2. Thus aD(ttrxA2w) =0 and 3D(ttrlA2w) = 0 for all D in £. This

means /<r1A2w£l®72. Write ttï'iA2w= 23l0*>03'» with x<and y.in £. Since

the product of cocycles is a cocycle, A3(23l ®x¿®y¿) = 1 which gives

23 1 ® Xi ® 1 ® y,: = 23 1 ® Xi ® yi ® 1.

Applying the contraction /i 0/2 0/3 0/4—*/i ®Äf3 ®/« of £4 into £*, we get

231®*.®?.= 231®^.)'.®! so that

«r'Aüíf =10/01 = A2(l 0/)

with/= 23^¿3'.' Hence

/ = ¿iA2((l ®f)/w).

This completes the proof of Theorem 6.

Corollary. Leí A be a central simple C-algebra split by F =C[ai,a2, • • • ,ak],

a\ in C. Then A is similar ¿0.4i®.42® • • • ®-4j; where A i is a central simple

C-algebra split by C[ai] (cf. [2, Chapter VII, Theorems 28 and 25]).

Proof. The class of A corresponds to a cohomology class {t}. By the proof

of Theorem 6, this class contains a cocycle toi the form (4.9). Since t = JJti

with ti a cocycle of (C[o,])3*, the desired result follows from Theorem 3.

5. Polynomial rings. The techniques of §§3, 4 can be used to prove a

theorem (Theorem 8) of Auslander-Goldman on the relation between the full

Brauer groups (B(£[x]) and (&(K) when £ is a field. We consider the mapping

£[x]—>£ defined by f(x)—>/(0). According to the last part of §3, we then

have several induced homomorphisms for every field extension 7 of finite

degree over K. First, a: Ö3(£[x]/£[x])—>(B(£/£)(17), which clearly can be

extended to a homomorphism of the full Brauer groups, a: (&(K[x])—*(B(£).

Next, we have algebra homomorphisms a': £[x]n—►£" which in this case

may be made explicit by identifying 7[x]n = 7[x]®x[i] • ■ ■ ®ic[i]7[x] with

7n[x] and sending/(x) to/(0); this induces a mapping of Amitsur complexes,

since £"[x]* —> £"*. Finally, we have the induced homomorphism

a": H2(L[x\/K[x])-+H2(L/K). Now, by Theorems 2, 3, and 4, we have iso-

morphisms d:772(7[x]/£[x])-^(B(7[x]/£[x]) and ß":H2(L/K)-^(S>(L/K),

and the first functorial property of the p?'s (§3, after Theorem 4) amounts to

aß = ß"a".

Theorem 7. Let K be a field, L an extension field of finite degree over K (or

even a commutative semisimple K algebra), and x an indeterminate over K. If

K is perfect, or, more generally, if L is separable over K then the mapping

(") Note that L[x]®kwK=L.
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a: (&(L[x]/K[x])—>(8>(L/K), given by A—*A ®k[x\K, is an isomorphism. If K

is imperfect, there is afield L of finite degree over K such that Ker ct^O.

Proof. By the above discussion, it will be sufficient to prove the assertions

for the homomorphism a": T72(L[x]/£[x])—>772 (£/£). Now, if L is separa-

ble, £B is commutative and semisimple. The units in £"[#] are just the units

of Ln (this is true because £B is a direct sum of fields). Hence a' is an iso-

morphism of Amitsur complexes and a" is an isomorphism of homology

groups.

If K is imperfect, there exists an extension field L = K(a) with a" in K but

not in Kp. We set

6 = (1 ® ap~l ® 1 - 1 ® 1 ® ap~l)(a ® 1 ® 1 - 1 ® a ® 1) in L3,

so that 6P = 0, and define

/ = expo* in (L[x])3*.

The same proof as that following Lemma 4.9 shows that t is a cocycle. We

shall prove that / is not a coboundary.

Let D he the derivation of L[x] defined by 7>(a) = l, D(K[x]) = 0, and

define „7> on (£[x])n by (4.1). Then, if t is a coboundary, t = ei(u)e3(u)/e2(u)

for some 4íG£[x]2. Computing with logarithmic derivatives (cf. (4.12) and

its proof), we obtain

(e3 - ti)(iDu/u) = 3Dt/t = (3D8)x = (e3 - e2)(l ® a^x.

Thus 2Du/u differs from (l®ap"l)x by an element of Ker(e3— e2) which, by

Lemma 4.1, is £[x]®ít[I]1 = (L®K1) [x]. Thus

n

iDu/u = (1 ® ap~l)x + Z biX\       bi in L ®K 1.
>-o

Now we apply Lemma 4.4, (4.7) and the fact that Dp = 0 to get

iD^^iDu/u) + (iDu/u)p = 0.

On substituting for 2Du/u, this becomes

(5.1) Z GT/-W + (1 ® a"^1')/ + Z b'J* = 0.

If the degree of 2Du/u is n > 1, then the left side of (5.1) has leading coefficient

bn which is ^0 since b„ is a nonzero element of the field £®/cl. Thus n = l

and (5.1) becomes

n v—1       - «—1 ,    v(v—1) P.      V

(bo + 2D    bo) + 2D    bix + (a ® 1 + b\)x   = 0.

Equating coefficients, we get 6i= —ap_1®l and 27*p""1t'i = 0 which are contra-

dictory because Dp~1(ap~l) = (p—1)1^0. Thus Theorem 7 is proved.
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Theorem 8 [5, Theorem 7.5]. The homomorphism a: ®(K[x])—>(S>(K) has

trivial kernel if and only if K is perfect.

Proof. By Tsen's theorem (<B(£(x)) = 1 where K is the algebraic closure

of K) and a theorem of Auslander-Goldman ((B(£[x])—>(B(£(x)) is a mono-

morphism [5, Theorem 7.2]), we have (B(£[x]) = l. This means that if A is

central separable over £[x] then yl®£[x] is split; thus (B(£[x]) coincides

with its subgroup (B(£[x]/£[x]). By Lemma 3.16, the latter group is the

union of all (B(£[x]/£[x]) taken over all fields £ of finite degree over K. By

Theorem 7, if K is perfect, then a has trivial kernel on every ö$(£[x]/£[x]),

hence also on <B(£[x]). If K is not perfect, Theorem 7 asserts that a has a

nontrivial kernel in some G3(7[x]/£[x]), hence in (B(£[x]).
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